Immobilization of mobile and bioavailable phosphorus in sediments using lanthanum hydroxide and magnetite/lanthanum hydroxide composite as amendments.
This work prepared lanthanum hydroxide (La-OH) and magnetite/lanthanum hydroxide composite (Mag-La-OH), and then La-OH and Mag-La-OH were used as sediment amendments to immobilize phosphorus (P) in sediments. The immobilization efficiency of mobile P (MobP) and bioavailable P (BIO-P) in sediments by La-OH and Mag-La-OH was investigated. Results showed that the addition of La-OH into sediment resulted in the transformation of loosely adsorbed P (LA-P) and redox sensitive P (RS-P) to sodium hydroxide extractable P (OH-P) and hydrochloride extractable P (HP) in the sediment, while the addition of Mag-La-OH into sediment led to the transformation of LA-P, RS-P and HP to OH-P and residual P (RESP) in the sediment. Both La-OH and Mag-La-OH can effectively immobilize Mob-P (LA-P + RS-P) in sediments, but La-OH had a higher Mob-P immobilization capacity than Mag-La-OH. The amendment of sediments with La-OH and Mag-La-OH both can reduce the amounts of different types of BIO-P including water soluble P (WA-P), algal available P (AL-P) and Fe oxide-paper extractable P (FE-P) in the sediments, and La-OH had a higher BIO-P immobilization capacity than Mag-La-OH. The immobilization of Mob-P in sediments by Mag-La-OH could be described by the equation: W = 0.333 × (∆Mob-P)-14.4, where ∆Mob-P (mg/kg) is the amount of Mob-P bounded in sediments and W (%) is the Mag-La-OH dosage. The immobilization of FE-P in sediments by Mag-La-OH could be described by the equation: W = 0.380 × (∆FE-P) + 1.14, where ∆FE-P is the amount of FE-P bounded in sediments. Considering that Mag-La-OH can be retrieved from the water bodies under the action of external magnetization fields after its application, Mag-La-OH could have high potential to be used as an amendment for the immobilization of Mob-P and BIO-P in sediments.